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THE NUFFIELD FOUNDATION/ SCHOOLS COUNCIL HilMANITI
AN EXPERIMENT IN THE INTERPRETATION OF.EVIDENC
Lawrence Stenhouse, Director, Humanities CurriCulum

CURRICULUM PROJECT:
IN SMALLIGROUPS
ject

From the session 1972-1973 all students 0 the United Kin
compulsory schooling until they reach the age

Of

will have

sixteen. This is an extension

of one year on the present term of compulsory education, and it

is particularly

significant since, for the first time all students will be held

in school until

the year in which the first external examination for secondary

chOots is nor-

malty taken.
The Humanities Curriculum Project has been set up as part of the preparation for the raising of the school leaving age

It is jointly inanced by

the Nuffield Foundation, a trust fund establis ed by an automob le manufacturer,
and the Schools Council, a committee, mainly of teachers, admin stering research
funds drawn partly from central government sources and partly f
went education budgets. --- The project has a five-year life from

local goverri
967 to 1972

and a budget of approximately one quarter mill on pounds (about $600,000). By
British standards, this is a generous funding.
Research and development in curriculum is in its infancy n Britain
Individual schools have very great freedom, and this sets p larti ular problems
which make it difficult to transfer experience from other setti gs. We are
consequently feeling our way.
I
We were asked to concentrate our efforts on providing sti ulus,,supporr
and materials for teachers and schools teaching the humanities o ado escent
students aged fourteen to sixteen. There was no generally lacce ted definitiOn.
=
of the humanities in Britain but the range of subjects specifies to us was
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English, history, geography, social studies and religious stud es: A Schools
Council Survey

I

revealed that the humanities subjects as at pr sent taught in

I
schools were generally rated poorly for interest and importanc by adolescent
students,whoattachedmostvaluetostudieshich seemed to t em to have
i
immediate vocational relevance.
For the purposes of our work we did not defineithe human ties in terms
of subjects, but adopted a more integrative approach. The humanities would be
—
1
concerned with important human issues. In the studyhbf these ssues two modes
of study would be kept in dialogue with each other. One of th se modes might
be described as behavioral, in the broad sense of that term as used in the
social sciences. In this mode one seeks objectivity and attempts to view
human behavior dispassionately from the point of view of the o server. The
t
other mode, more characteristic of the arts a d rel4ion, migh= be called the
experiential or existential. In this mode

an: attempts

throug imaginative

and sympathetic insight to understand the quality ofihuman exp rience. The
attempt is to view human-Situations from the point of view of Fhe participant.
1
A helpful oversimplification would be to define the humanities as an,Inter1
relation of the approaches and attitudes of the social scienti•t, the artist,
and the man of religion.
Following up policy statements made by educationists and official reports,
we saw humanities teaching as a possible resp nse to the deman• that the curl
riculum offered to adolescents should be relevant and that sch.ols should face
controversial issues with these students in an honest and adul way. We

2
1
thought, therefore, that we should select as 'areas of inquiry' social and
personal issues, which ought to have signifiCance forithe lives of everyone
in our society. These areas we intend to develop experimentally
as examples.
]
'...
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Our topics are: war; education; the family;Irelations between the sexes; poveri
people and work; living in cities; law and order; and race r lations.
These topics have in common high contrivversiality and igh value loading
A century ago, the impulse would have been to teach on the b sis of authority
gt*
in an attempt to produce social consensus in theselareas,
]
In a pluralist democracy, this is notla tenable politi n. To say that
bah"
an issue is controversial is by definition to say that it di idesparents and
teachers. It is not merely that in a teaching profession co taining all politi
views from right-wing conservative to communist - even Maois - and all religic
views from fundamentalist Christian to hard line atheism, there is no basis for
consensus teaching. If parents have any rights in the educe ion of their
_i.
1
children, they are entitled to ask that thel teacher should n t propagate his
r
views in the classroom. if professional ethics demand that eachers adopt an
impartial position on such issues - and I would argue that t ey do - then we
face a profound pedagogical problem. Virtually no teaching, as we know if
at present, meets th6- Criterion of impartiality we are setti g up.
The pattern of teaching we looked to must, we felt, ha e the_ following
1
characteristics:
(1) It must renounce the authority of the teacher as an "expert",
since he is not an expert in value issue's;
(2) It must be disciplined, so that the teacher under tends and can
maintain his procedural authority in the classroo
(3) It must be discussion-based and iinquirybased sine instruction
and discovery imply authority. 3 I
(4) Divergence must be protected within the Idiscussio group: individual
opinions must be respected: the aim should' not be consensus but a
dialogue between responsibly held views:
(5) In sensitive issues, thought must be given to pre erving privacy and
protecting students, e.g., illegiltimatelchildren, children of_prosti.
totes, orphans, children from broken homes must b borne in mind when
we are discussing the family or relations between the sexes.

J
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On these grounds we looked towards a form of discussion in which the
teacher should act as an impartial chairman and resource consultant, iielping I
a discussion group to find its own way to an understanding of he isslies at'
stake and worki ng to moderate group pressures to conformity in Lofar as they
4
f
express themselves socially rather than intellectually. If

1
I

In this sketch of a model of a teaching process an impor ant element
is so far missing. There is no input of information,— Now, ob iously students cz
undertake individual or group research assignments in order t provide the
informational basis for discussions, and this is deSirable.

ut it is not

sufficient. Students are not likely to achieve balance in the information

,

'
.
,
they can produce through research. It is true that iteachers can do something
to redress imbalance by finding additional materials th&uselv s, but this
--_
makes heavy demands on their time, and in rural areas or_smal 1 towns teachers
I
considerable
difficulty
in
achieving)
balance
in the'l own materials
may have
because of limited research facilities.
Accordingly, as,we look towards the establishment in sc ools of docu-

mentary resource collections intended to service discussion g oups facing
controversial issues, we face the need for fclundatron collections to get such
resource centers going and provide a base on which teachers a d pupils can
build. We shall publish a foundation collection in leach of o r areas of inquiry
to serve this purpose.
These collections include statistical tables and graphs non-fiction
prose from the social sciences, history and journalism, ficti•nal prose, verse,
songs, photographs, film stills, paintings, Sculpture, and au•io tapes. Each
1
collection, will have approximately 150 pieCes of evidence and will have twenty
1
1
copies of each piece as well as single copy teachers collections. 14 comple- I
1
mentary film hire service is being set up, dealing ln fiction and documentary

\....

1
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films, film extracts and specially made newsreel compilations.
On the basis of resources of this kind we are working exrimentally
Pfl
towards a style of discussion which we have called "discussion disciplined by
evidence." We are now experimenting with this teaching pattern in approximately
130 discussion

g roups

in 32 different schools throughout Englan and Wales.

Thus, we are concerned with a particular case of decoding symbolic
materials including reading materials. We have a particular strategy in "the
1 -process of making discriminatory responses," which might be des ribed as "group
,

interpretation of documents as evidence bearing on controversial issues under

I

discussion." We are handling controversial issues by reading in the context
of group discussion instead of by instruction.'

1
I
This is an instrumental kind of reading and interpretation, in which the
,
I
process of reading must be subordinated to the' needs of discussion. What we

1

mean by the use of written or visual materials! as evidence is tleir use, not
for their own sake, but for their relevance tol an issue.
I
Our experiment has been in schools for only half a year. Our findings
_---1
must be tentative at this stage, but some points can provisionally be made.
I
-They may be subsumed under four heads: the nature and interpr tation of
-

evidence; the pattern of discussion; the role Of the chairman; the authority

I

structure of the school.

The Nature and Interpretation of Evidence
When discussion groups meet under a chairman, they tend nitially to
look to him for authority. They assume, when 1 he is_a teacher, that
the answers and is setting up discussions

knows

withI a hidden instru tional agenda.

Their responses are often attempts to guess what the teacher w

nts rather than

"

to face the task

he

of understanding through the discussion of ev dence. When-they
'...,
I

-6do work in terms of evidence rather than in terms of the teacher, they often
regard evidence as raw material out of which to make e didactic Icase, or expect that the more evidence is produced, the more a discussion group will come
to agree with them. Often they adopt Aa sceptical approach and 'ry to make the
least of a pieciof evidence. Only gradually do they learn to make the most
of evidence and to aim at deepening their understanding.
Groups often tend to regard evidence as bearing on fact or event. It
takes time to understand that a poem can be evidence of the exi tence of a
possible mood or affective reaction, an ambiguous photograph can be evidence
of the general dynamics of a social situation, a piece of didactic prose can
be evidence of the existence of a given point of view. The -skill and judgment
involved in learning to differentiate one's reiponse -to differe t types of symbolic material develops only through experience.
All evidence contains some value element, even if only in he categories
chosen for a statistical table. Most evidence is ambiguous, in i the arts purposely so. The interpretation of evidence therefore involves j dgments which
are based on the intersection of the meaning contained in the symbol and the
experience of the interpreter. In facing ambiguous evidence th most productive procedure is often to produce a range of likely and unl kely inter-

,
pretations. The gradient of likeliness implies an interpretati n.
Successful discussion work gains its shape and unity from he dynamic
flow of discussion. To subject evidence to traditionel compreh nsion exercises
,
•
kills the discussion. The students must be trained to ask ques ions about the
meanings of words or passages: the chairman must not do so. Milsunderstandings
can only be dealt with if they make themselv es manifest in the discussion.
/

It seems that the teacher as chairman cannot safely ask any que l stion to which
he knows the answer. This, of course, leaves him free to ask wide range of

""

-7questions pointing ambiguities which

he cannot himself

raising value issues which have no simple answer.
The process of interpretation of reading

in grou

not yet have the material to support a detailed analys
clear is that, at the secondary school .level where mos
materials are rich and facetted and ambiguous, it is

o

teacher to dominate the reading of the text by his own
through discussion is a device not only for overcoming
also for breaking through dependency to autonomy in re
•
Groups gradually recognize that in facing a cont
,
i:
take the evidence into account and use it to deepen un
They also come to grasp the point that value judgement
to a decision which cannot be proved to be the only co
decision the individual must accept full responsibilit
of dependence on the authority of another. It is this
-

pendency

to responsibility-which is the main purpose o

Only in the light of such learning can the nature and'
controversial issues be grasped.

The Pattern of Discussion
At present, the most successful pattern

of

discU

practice in schools is slow in pace, deliberative, ref
long pauses. It would appear that a fair indicator of
group is likely to thrive is whether long pauses are t
speech or pupil speech. Where the teacher cannot ride
group will unload more and more responsibility on to h
task he has set them and settling for a comfortable de

certainly resolve and

os is complex and we do'
js. hat is already
* worthwhile re ding
fily to easy fo the
intepre ation. Readl
r
I value 4pendency but
ading.
noversial

issue.they must

derstanding of the issue.'

f

s go beyond the evidence
rrect one. For this
y without the security

1

transition from def this kind of teaching.
status of evidence in

ssion eme-ging from
lective. It commonly has
.whether a"discussion
erminated by teacher
out the [long pause, the
handing back the
pendency.

1
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discussion,' They imply that //

Leading questions are always destructive
the teacher knows the answer and develop the "1

ssing game" deScribed in the

-

previous section.
There is a problem of balance in most di kussioh groups.
due to dominan

i

When this is

personalities comandeering the discussion it lsi possible to

evolve strategies to redress the balance. For example, the che It man may sum-

marize the argument of the dominant individual or groUp and the i'lead the-.. rest
of the group to discuss that view while those

put it

)rward remain

silent now that they have effectivelyjstated it. The most difficult imbalance
e

to deal with is that in which some individuals are silent becaulse they feel that
they are not able enough to reach the standard of the others. .,1e have not yet
--

found a solution to this.

1
1
We hope to case study individual non-participants to asceirtain whether

they benefit from being in the group. We are optimisticabout Ithis. It would
seem that teachers are confident that students can learn by liJtening to them
F
and if this is true, we should expect that they can also learnifrom listening
I

to their peers.

'

A key to success in discussion appears to be that both te

I

a

,
cher and group

should concentrate on understanding the issues. The'work shoo d be intensely
i,
i
task-oriented. For various reasons, too complex to rehearse hire, it seems
profitable to avoid specifying behavioral objectives in this kind of work.
i
1
1
Principles of procedure and hence criteria for controlling theloperation can
be derived from the general aim of understanding,thelprinciplelof controversiality and traditional discussion procedures. In a discussion wh re the particiI
pants face evidence rationally and sensitively divergent studept objectives may

f
I
well be served. One of the characteristics of this kind of wok may be to
release students from the dominance of teachers' objectives.5
(.-

\„.
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1

1

-9The Role of the Chairman

The role of the recessive, non-dominant but inquiring chairman is a
difficult one for teachers to fill. Teachers are often accustomed to dominate their classrooms and their techniques and personality adjustments to their
professional role may be maladaptive in the discussion situatidn. There is
intense intellectual interest and reward in following the discOi ssion and also
a particular satisfaction in turning oneself into a thoughtful !student of - one's
adolescent pupils' thinking. But it would be wrong to minimize the difficulty
of the transition that teachers are required to make if they are to master their
role in this style of discussion. They will need all the helpIthey can get.
Convinced that chairing discussion work in controversial issues is a
skill which is likely to be learned slowly and thoughtfully, wl have set out
to offer the teacher the means of self-appraisal and self-c6'velopment. We have
inducted our experimental teachers by.means of a four-day course based mainly
on simulation, and expect to train agencies already in the fie d to mount such
courses.
In addition to publishing teaching materials and case st4ies of indivi1I
dual school settings, we shall offer teachers a set of pro:edural rules for
discussion and an array of hypotheses about how they are likely to behave wl hin
these rules. Both rules and hypotheses will have been tes ited in our experiM n al
schools; and they are intended to give to each team of teache-s embarking o
discussion work in controversial areas a viable experimental framework. Thew
provide a definition of the problems and a starting point, notla hardiand-fast,
I1
prescription. Rules will require to be reviewed once-the teachers have gathered

1

experience.

Typical of rules would be
•

"The chairman may summarize or clarify apoint of view !nit forward in the

-ICgroup in order to promote understanding. He should get the ag

t of those

whose view he is summarizing that his summary is a fair one.

should avoid

summarizing two points of view at once since 1 t is difficult t ,

do so without

playing one off against the other in such a way as to suggest

preference on

.

his part."
•

1

Typical of hypotheses would be:.
"Whenever a student expresses ,a view with which the chain
disagrees, the
1
chairman's Next question to the group will tend to force the c ritical examination
I

•

of that view. Whenever a student expresses a view with which

I

he ch irman

agrees, the chairman's next question will tendi to move the argi ,?ment
ctnwarcis 1
1
il
without subjecting that view to full critical lexami
tion.P
il
1
1

•

1i

The Authority Structure of the School

Insofar as the authority structure of the school is basec on teacher
dominance and authoritarian and custodial attitudes, the work

I

f the project ]

1
has profound implications for change in the school as an insti bution. It would
1I
I
appear difficult to stimulate a relaxed and free-speaking atmosphere in a
-,
f discussion group contained within a repressive and authoritar+ school. When

such an atmosphere is achieved, it leads to tension with other more authoriri
tarian teaching patterns and forms of organization. Most schoO principals
taking part in the project recognize its potential as an agent' of change in
teacher-student relationships.
If this broad implication, is true, it would appear that t

attempt to

develop autonomy in reading skills and in value judgement stri

s at the

heart of the problem of authority in staff student relationshi

. English

observers see this problem of authority as

is central l issue in

the school leaving age and the retaining of adolescents in sch
,

'

I

I

e raising of
1:
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